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Many theories beyond the Standard Model postulate short-range modifications to gravity which produce deviations of Newton's gravitational potential from a strict 1/r dependence. It is common to analyze experiments searching for these modifications using a potential of the form V (r) = − GM m r [1 + α exp (−r/λ)]. The best present constraints on α for λ < 100 nm come from neutron scattering and often employ comparisons of different measurements of the coherent neutron scattering amplitudes b. We analyze the internal consistency of existing data from two different types of measurements of low energy neutron scattering amplitudes: neutron interferometry, which involves momentum transfers q 2 = 0, and neutron gravity reflectometry, which involves momentum transfers q 2 = 8mVopt where m is the neutron mass and Vopt is the neutron optical potential of the medium. We show that the fractional difference ∆b |b| averaged over the 7 elements where high precision data exists on the same material from both measurement methods is [2.2 ± 1.4] × 10 −4 . We also show that ∆b |b| for this data is insensitive both to exotic Yukawa interactions and also to the electromagnetic neutron-atom interactions proportional to the neutron-electron scattering length bne and the neutron polarizability scattering amplitude b pol . This result will be useful in any future global analyses of neutron scattering data to determine bne and bound α and λ. We also discuss how various neutron interferometric and scattering techniques with cold and ultracold neutrons can be used to improve the precision of b measurements and make some specific proposals.
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INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL OVERVIEW
Newton's inverse square law form for the force of gravity between two point-like test bodies is one of the first quantitative facts learned by students of physics. In the limit where relativistic effects are negligible, this law is obeyed with high accuracy over macroscopic distance scales. Many theoretical speculations, however, propose that the 1/r 2 gravitational force law can be greatly modified at shorter distances. Examples of these speculations include the idea of compact extra dimensions of spacetime accessible only to the gravitational field, which can explain the unnaturally small strength of gravity relative to the other known forces [1] [2] [3] and the idea that gravity might be modified on the length scale of 100 microns corresponding to the scale set by the dark energy density [4] . Experiments which search for possible modifications to gravity at short range are also sensitive to new nongravitational interactions of various types. Many extensions to the Standard Model of particle physics produce weakly-coupled, long-range interactions [5, 6] . Certain candidates for dark matter in the sub-GeV mass range can induce Casimir-Polder-type interactions between nucleons [7, 8] with ranges from nuclear to atomic scales. New sources of information which can probe exotic grav-ity or other possible exotic interactions on short distance scales are therefore of fundamental interest.
Many experiments have been conducted to search for short-range deviations from the 1/r 2 gravitational force law [4, 9] . Most of the results from experimental searches have been analyzed assuming a potential of the form
where G is the gravitational constant, m 1,2 are the masses of two objects separated by a distance r, and α and λ parametrize the strength of some new Yukawa interaction relative to gravity and the range set by the mass of the new massive boson whose exchange generates the new potential. Recent reviews [4, 9] present the existing limits on α and λ, which come from torsion balances [10] , and microcantilevers and techniques adapted from measurements of the Casimir effect [11] [12] [13] [14] . Experiments using laser-levitated dielectric microspheres [15, 16] are also in progress. Below 100 nanometers the most stringent experimental limits for many of these weakly-coupled exotic interactions come from experiments using neutrons. The electrical neutrality of the neutron coupled with its small magnetic moment and very small electric polarizability make it insensitive to many of the electromagnetic backgrounds such as the Casimir effect which can plague experiments that employ test mass pairs made of atoms. The ability of slow neutrons to penetrate macroscopic amounts of matter and to interact coherently with the medium allow the quantum amplitudes governing their motion to accumulate large phase shifts which can be sensed with interferometric measurements [17] [18] [19] . These features of slow neutron interactions with matter and external fields have been exploited in a number of recent experiments which search for possible new weakly-coupled interactions of various types [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . This strategy can succeed despite the uncertainties in our knowledge of the neutron-nucleus strong interaction. In the slow neutron regime with kR 1 where k is the neutron wave vector and R is the range of the neutron-nucleus strong interaction, neutron-nucleus scattering amplitudes are dominated by s-wave scattering lengths which are accurately measured experimentally. This makes coherent neutron interactions with matter sufficiently insensitive to the complicated details of the strong nucleon-nucleus interaction that one can cleanly interpret and analyze searches for smaller effects. Existing neutron limits on deviations from the 1/r 2 gravitational force law between 10 −8 −10 −12 m come from theoretical analyses of the neutron energy and A dependence of neutron-nucleus scattering lengths [34] , which have been measured to better than 0.1% accuracy for a large number of nuclei. Other experiments have measured the angular distribution of neutrons scattered from noble gases to search for a deviation from that expected in this theoretically-calculable system [35, 36] . At shorter distances the best limits come from the measured energy dependence of neutron-nucleus cross sections in lead [20, 37] and from very high energy forward cross section measurements at accelerator facilities [38] .
Various authors [20, 34, 39] have conducted analyses of the neutron scattering data to constrain exotic Yukawa interactions. All used some amount of theoretical modeling of the neutron Standard Model interactions in combination with experimental information. In all of these cases uncertainties in the neutron-atom strong and electromagnetic interactions still place an ultimate limit on the sensitivity of these types of searches for possible new interactions. For the case of slow, unpolarized neutrons incident upon unpolarized atoms with energies far from neutron-nucleus resonances, the s-wave neutronatom scattering amplitude b atom (q) as a function of the momentum transfer q can be expressed as [41] b
The first term b(q) describes the low energy (s-wave) coherent neutron scattering from the nucleus of the atom from the neutron-nucleus strong interaction. The second term describes the interaction between the inter-nal radial charge density of the neutron and the electric field of the atom. It is proportional to the neutron electron scattering length b ne = −1.345(25) × 10 −3 fm [42] and depends on the atomic form factor f (q) of the electron distribution around a nucleus of charge Z, which is measured by x-ray scattering. The third term b pol (q) is proportional to the very small but nonzero electric polarizability of the neutron and comes from the neutron electric dipole moment induced by the very large electric field near and inside the nucleus. Finally the forth term
comes from applying the Born approximation to calculate the scattering amplitude corresponding to the exotic Yukawa interaction potential of interest in this work and from adopting the convention b = −f historically used in slow neutron scattering.
In this paper we will analyze the possible effects of both exotic Yukawa interactions and of electromagnetic neutron-atom interactions in the context of Eqn. 2. The different q's used in various neutron-atom scattering amplitude experiments weight the contributions in this expression differently. In principle one needs to perform some type of global analysis of the scattering data [20, 34, 39, 40] to derive constraints on b Y (q). In the near future we expect that new more sensitive data will be available which can enable an improved analysis. Such a new analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. For such an improved analysis, however, it would be very useful to investigate the degree of internal consistency in the existing data set on coherent neutron scattering amplitudes. In this paper we show that we can test the internal consistency of b atom (q) measurements using slow neutrons in an essentially model-independent way using data from the two most sensitive neutron optical techniques. Forward scattering techniques for b atom (q) measurement such as neutron transmission and neutron interferometry involve momentum transfers q 2 = 0, and neutron gravity reflectometry involves momentum transfers q 2 = 8mV opt where m is the neutron mass and V opt is the optical potential of the medium. The precision of both of these methods reaches the 10 −4 level. Of the many atomic species which have been measured to high precision by these techniques, there is a subset where data exists for the same medium from both techniques. Furthermore, over the small range of momentum transfers 0 < q 2 < 8mV opt and over the meV energy range spanned by these two measurement methods, the differences in the neutron-electron interactions term b ne Z[1 − f (q)], the neutron polarizability term b pol (q), and the exotic Yukawa term b Y (q) are all at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the present experimental uncertainties in b atom (q). Therefore the fractional
|b| , where b GR comes from gravity reflectometry and b T comes from neutron interferometry, can be used to judge the internal consistency of the neutron scattering amplitude data set independently of one's knowledge of the neutron electromagnetic and exotic gravity interactions. The simple geometries and macroscopic sample sizes used in neutron interferometry and neutron gravity reflectometry experiments which we analyze, combined with the availability of analytic solutions to the effects of a weak perturbation of Yukawa form on these observables, makes it possible to evaluate the different corrections from a Yukawa interaction analytically to high accuracy for each case. At this level of precision one must also take into account some small multiple scattering corrections to the kinematic limit of neutron optics whose physical origin we briefly review below.
The result of our analysis is quite encouraging. We find that ∆b |b| for the 7 nuclei which have been precisely measured using both techniques is consistent with zero at the 10 −4 level. This result demonstrates the internal consistency of the associated data and can be applied to analyses of neutron data searching for exotic Yukawa interactions from future experiments. We mention some of the issues that must be carefully considered in any future global neutron scattering analysis to constrain exotic interactions which makes use of a wider dynamic range of neutron energies and momentum transfers. We also outline how the sensitivity of this approach to constraining exotic Yukawa interactions can be improved by about 1−2 orders of magnitude through future higher-precision coherent neutron scattering length measurements using neutron interferometry for b T combined with future highprecision measurements using ultracold neutrons (UCN) for b GR .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first present the expressions for the modification of the neutron optical potential and the neutron interferometer phase shift from a slab of matter in the presence of an extra Yukawa interaction. Next we present the correction to the neutron optical reflectivity if one adds an exotic Yukawa potential to the neutron-atom interaction. We estimate the size of the difference between b GR and b T from the electromagnetic and Yukawa terms. We gather the neutron scattering length data for nuclei which have been measured by both techniques with high precision and analyze this data to demonstrate their degree of internal consistency. We end by outlining additional neutron interferometry measurements which can be compared to the existing neutron gravity reflectometry measurements and outline future measurements using cold and ultracold neutrons.
CORRECTIONS TO THE PHASE SHIFTS MEASURED IN NEUTRON INTERFEROMETRY FROM A WEAK YUKAWA POTENTIAL
The most sensitive methods for the measurement of forward neutron scattering amplitudes comes from perfect crystal neutron interferometry, which is described in great detail in a recent work [45] . Neutron interferometric measurements of scattering amplitudes employ a Mach-Zender interferometer in which the neutron amplitude ψe −iΦ is coherently split into two paths and recombined using perfect crystal dynamical diffraction. The measured phase shift is dominated by the real part of the neutron optical potential V (x) and can be expressed as [45] 
where m is the neutron mass and k is the neutron wave number. For kR 1 where R is the range of the neutronatom interaction, V (x) = V F where V F is the Fermi pseudopotential from the short-range strong and electromagnetic interactions of the neutron with the atoms in the material. In the kinematic limit of the theory of neutron optics, b is related to V F by
where N is the atom number density. The sample geometry used in all neutron interferometry scattering length measurements employs a rectangular plate of thickness L whose surface is normal to one of the coherent subbeams in the interferometer. In the presence of an additional Yukawa interaction between the neutron and the sample material with a range L λ > R atom we must integrate the accumulated phase shift from the potential from a plate of matter of uniform mass density ρ. Since the thickness of the samples is much greater than the range λ of the Yukawa interaction, and the neutron transverse coherence length is very small compared to the transverse dimensions of the samples in all of the neutron interferometry scattering length measurements, the potential energy of a neutron as a function of x, the distance from the neutron to the plate, can be calculated analytically for a Yukawa potential by taking the limit of an infinite planar slab of material as [39, 46] V (x) = 2πGαmρλ 2 exp (−|x|/λ) (5) outside the material, and
inside the material. By treating the exotic Yukawa interaction as a weak perturbation compared to V F , the additional neutron phase shift from the Yukawa interaction can be calculated as [46] 
where we have approximated ρ = N m. By comparison of eqs. 3, 4, and 7 we can express the effect of the Yukawa-like deviation from gravity for the case of neutron interferometry in terms of an additional contribution to the coherent scattering amplitude b T . One can split the effect of the Yukawa interaction shown in eq. 7 into a "bulk" term, which just adds to the Fermi potential V F , and a term from the tail of the Yukawa potential which extends outside the slab on both ends. From eq. 7 one can see that the size of the "tail" term for interferometry is smaller than the bulk Yukawa term by a factor of 2λ/L where L is the sample thickness, of order 1 mm or greater in neutron interferometry measurements. Therefore for the range of λ < 100 nm of interest for neutron constraints on exotic Yukawa interactions λ/L < 10 −4 and the dominant correction term for b T becomes
CORRECTIONS TO THE REFLECTIVITY MEASURED IN NEUTRON GRAVITY REFLECTOMETRY FROM A WEAK YUKAWA POTENTIAL
The gravity reflectometry method for the measurement of scattering amplitudes [43, 44] has also produced n-A scattering amplitude results of high precision. In this mthod one prepares a slow neutron beam which drop in the gravitational field of the Earth by a height H over a long evacuated flight path so that all of the neutrons in the beam gain an extra momentum along the gravitational field corresponding to an energy E = mgH. This neutron beam is allowed to fall upon a flat mirror made of the material of interest of neutron optical potential V F , which is maintained in liquid form so that the surface is normal to the direction of the local gravitational field. When E = V F the neutrons start to penetrate the mirror and the reflectivity |R| 2 falls below unity according to the well-known Fresnel reflectivity formula of optics. A precise measurement of |R| 2 as a function of H can determine V F and therefore the n-A scattering amplitude b GR . A long series of such measurements on many materials spanning nearly three decades was conducted by the group of Koester et al. at the FRM research reactor in Garching, Germany on a specialized neutron beamline devoted specifically for this purpose. All of the reflectometry data analyzed in this paper comes from this group.
We show below that, to high accuracy in our regime of interest, the presence of a neutron-atom Yukawa potential just modifies the arguments in the Fresnel reflectivity expression used to analyze this data while preserving its functional form. The modification to the formula for the reflectivity for an exponential potential can be calculated [47] with the exotic Yukawa potential treated as a perturbation as also done for the neutron interferometry case above. In the limit where the neutron mirror is treated as an infinite plane, the 1D Schrodinger wave equation for this potential can be solved exactly. The solutions are proportional to the modified Bessel functions of the first kind. The reflection amplitude R of a neutron incident upon the surface of the material is given by demanding continuity of the wave function and its logarithmic derivative at the surface
where φ o,+ (φ i,+ ) and φ o,− (φ i,− ) are the two independent solutions to the wave equation outside (inside) of the material. Since the wave equation is of second order and we are considering two independent cases, we must have four independent solutions in total. In the limit where the neutron interaction energy with the mirror from the Yukawa interaction is much smaller than the kinetic energy of the incident neutron, the expression for the reflection probability |R| 2 can be written as
, is the critical height in the presence of a new Yukawa deviation from gravity proportional to V Y = −2Gmπραλ 2 , γ = mVYλ 2 h 2 , and δ = λ 2m 2 g/h 2 In the regime of (α-λ) parameter space of interest in this work and where this reflectivity calculation is relevant, namely λ = (1 − 100) × 10 −10 m and α below the existing experimental limits, the terms proportional to γ are always below 10 −3 for all nuclei and through the entire λ range of interest, and |R| 2 becomes
for H c < H. This is the same Fresnel reflectivity formula used by the Koester group to analyze their data, but with the critical height H c replaced with H c . The value of the critical height is determined experimentally when the reflectivity curve becomes discontinuous and H c = H. In the presence of the Yukawa interaction, 
where b is the coherent scattering length inferred from the gravity reflectometry data for the case of no Yukawa interaction and b is the scattering amplitude in the presence of the Yukawa interaction. We can therefore identify
and by comparing equations 8 and 13 we see that b Y,GR − b Y,T = 0 to high accuracy. This can be understood simply. In both cases one can split the effect of the Yukawa interaction on the observable of interest into a "bulk" term which just adds to the the Fermi potential V F and a term from the "tail" of the Yukawa potential which extends outside the slab. As the bulk term is the same for both cases it cancels in the difference. The size of the tail terms for interferometry and gravity reflectometry are not exactly the same, but they are both much smaller than the bulk Yukawa term by a factor of order 10 −3 or smaller in both cases for the range of λ < 100 nm of interest for neutron constraints on exotic Yukawa interactions.
CORRECTIONS TO N-A SCATTERING LENGTHS FROM NEUTRON-ATOM ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
The remaining sources for the difference ∆b = [(b atom,GR − b atom,T ] between the scattering lengths measured by these two different methods come from Standard Model interactions. For the case of slow, unpolarized neutrons incident upon unpolarized atoms, b atom (q) can be expressed as [41] b
The first term b describes the low energy (s-wave) scattering from the nucleus of the atom from the neutronnucleus strong interaction, which has contribution from both the potential scattering and (for heavier nuclei) from the low-energy tails from n-A resonance scattering. The resonances contribute to a slight dependence of b(q) = b pot + b res on neutron energy through the Breit-Wigner resonance formula. In the presence of n-A resonances the expression for the resonant part b res of the total scattering amplitude becomes [48] b
where Γ n,j and Γ j are the neutron width and total width of the resonance at energy E j and k = µk/m is the wave vector in the n-A center of mass system of reduced mass µ, E is the associated energy in the COM frame, and g +,j = (I + 1)/(2I + 1) and g −,j = I/(2I + 1) are the statistical weight factors for a resonance at energy E j in the total angular momentum channels J = I ± 1/2. This means that the neutron scattering amplitudes that are reported in the literature from slow neutron measurements are in fact a sum of the potential scattering contribution and also the tails of all of the other resonances in the limit E → 0:
and since Γ scales linearly with k ' , this expression gives a finite contribution in the k ' → 0 limit. The second term b ne Z(1 − f (q)) describes the interaction between the internal radial charge density of the neutron and the electric field of the atom. It is proportional to the neutron electron scattering length b ne = −1.345(25) × 10 −3 fm [42] and depends on the atomic form factor f (q) of the electron distribution around a nucleus of charge Z, which is measured by x-ray scattering and obeys approximately the universal form f (q) = 1 √ 1+3(q/qx) 2 where the element-specific parameter q x of orderh Ratom can be obtained from fitting to the x-ray scattering data. The corresponding form factor from the internal charge distribution of the nucleus can be expanded in the small q limit as F (q) = 1 − 1 10 (qR) 2 where R is the nuclear radius. The third term b pol (q) is proportional to the very small but nonzero electric polarizability of the neutron and comes from the neutron electric dipole moment induced by the very large electric field near and inside the nucleus [41, [49] [50] [51] . In the small q limit b p = Z 2 e 2 mαem
where Ze is the nuclear charge, α em is the electromagnetic coupling, and R is the nuclear radius. The first term is q-independent and is as large as 0.06 fm for uranium.
We can now estimate the size of ∆b = b GR − b T knowing the slightly different energy and momentum transfer ranges accessed in these measurements. The typical relative sizes of b(q), b ne Z[1 − f (q)], and b pol (q) in the slow neutron regime for medium-mass nuclei are in the approximate proportion 1 : 10 −2 : 10 −3 . The neutron interferometry measurements all possess q 2 = 0 and were conducted at neutron energies of several meV. The neutron gravity reflectometry measurements all possess q 2 = 8mV opt with q's below 10 −2 inverse Angstroms, and the energies used on the Koester et al measurements were centered at 0.5 meV. Using the expressions above we can see that the contribution to ∆b from the b ne term is of order 10 −6 and that from the b p term is of order 10 −15 . The contribution from the energy dependence of the tails of the n-A resonances depends on the details of the resonance energies and widths of the particular nuclei. For the particular list of nuclei used in the analysis of this paper (H, D, C, O, Sn, Pb, and Bi) the light nuclei possess no narrow n-A resonances and both Pb and Bi, which are close in A to the doubly-magic nucleus 208 Pb, possess especially low level densities near threshold and in particular no low-lying resonances between 1 − 10 eV whose tails could give a visible energy dependence in the meV regime. As for Sn: three of its isotopes have n-A resonances between 0 − 10 eV [52, 53]: 113 Sn (E = 8.3 eV, Γ n = 4.5 meV), 117 Sn (E = 1.3 eV, Γ n = 0.00011 meV, a p-wave resonance), and 119 Sn (E = 6.2 eV, Γ n = 0.00148 meV). Using the real part of the resonance formula above one sees that the contributions to ∆b/|b| from the residual neutron energy depen-dence of b res for Sn over a δE = 10 meV range starting at 0.5 meV is of order ΓnδE E 2 res , which does not exceed 10 −6 for any of these resonance parameters. The precision of the b measurements analyzed in this paper do not exceed 10 −4 .
We conclude that all of the physical effects analyzed above, both from a possible exotic Yukawa interaction and from Standard Model interactions, give differences well below the current measurement precision for the scattering lengths. Neither exotic Yukawa interactions nor Standard Model neutron-atom interactions can introduce a visible difference between these two methods of neutron scattering length measurements. Therefore an analysis of ∆b/|b| from these two methods is a valid test of the internal consistency of the present experimental data.
CORRECTIONS TO N-A SCATTERING LENGTHS FROM MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS IN THE NEUTRON OPTICAL POTENTIAL
Before comparing the scattering lengths determined by these two methods we must consider some small corrections to the usual kinematic expression for the neutron optical potential. The physical origin for these modifications comes from local field corrections and neutron multiple scattering in the medium and are physically very similar to the analogous corrections from dispersive effects for light optics in a dielectric medium. The make use of an evaluation of these effects performed long ago by Sears [54] . His correction formulae are consistent with both previous and subsequent theoretical work using different theoretical approaches [55] . Calculations of multiple scattering corrections to the kinematic theory of neutron optics performed in the 80s [56] [57] [58] [59] built upon much earlier work [60-64, 66, 67 ] and were conducted within the framework of the traditional multiple scattering theory. Different calculational methods based on resummation of dominant subclasses of diagrams important for backscattering [68] and a Lindblad operator treatment developed to understand decoherence in neutron optics [69] give the same results. All calculations restore consistency with the optical theorem and reduce in appropriate limits to the usual kinematic limit.
As shown by Sears, in the kR 1 limit of relevance to this work the dominant correction to the neutron optical potential can be written in terms of a modified neutron index of refraction n :
where the first two terms are the usual results from the kinematic theory of neutron optics and the last two terms come from local field effects and multiple scattering. J = N b exp i k · rG(r)[1 − g(r)]d 3 r for an isotropic medium, where G(r) = exp ikr/r is the neutron Green's function and g(r) is the pair correlation function for the atoms in the material, n is the real part of the neutron index of refraction with the multiple scattering correction, b is the neutron scattering length with the multiple scattering correction, N is the number density of atoms in the material, and k is the incident neutron wave vector. The neutron index of refraction is defined in the usual way by n = k in /k out where k in and k out are the neutron wave vectors inside and outside of the medium. Sears shows that the resulting relationships between the true real part of the scattering length b and the effective scattering length b eff inferred foregoing the multiple scattering corrections is b T = b [1 + J + πρb k 2 ] for interferometry and b GR = b [1 + J ] for gravity reflectometry. The correction for the neutron interferometry measurements performed using thermal neutrons (in the kb 1 limit) was found by Sears to be of order 10 −5 , more than one order of magnitude smaller than the measured accuracy and therefore negligible. For the cold neutron energies employed in the gravity reflectometry work the size of the corrections is at the 10 −4 level, close to the size of some of the measurement errors for b. Sears's scattering corrections were evaluated with 10% accuracy, which is about one order of magnitude more accurate than the scattering length measurement errors and therefore good enough for our analysis. Thus the precision with which these two methods of scattering length measurement can be compared is not yet limited by our knowledge of the multiple scattering corrections to the kinematic theory of neutron optics, a fact that will guide how this method to search for exotic short-range gravitational interactions of Yukawa form might be improved in the future.
DATA EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
With these upper bounds on the possible differences between the neutron scattering lengths measured by interferometry and gravity reflectometry and the corrections to the kinematic theory of neutron optics, we can test the internal consistency of the existing data. Table I presents the data set that we analyze to evaluate the internal consistency of the interferometry and gravity reflectometry data. We used all the available high-precision data for isotopes that have been measured by both techniques. Fig. 1 shows the difference ∆b
as a function of A. The uncertainties for ∆b |b| for the 7 nuclei of interest come from the properly weighted sums of the results quoted in the references. The weighted mean of these 7 differences is [2.2 ± 1.4] × 10 −4 . We conclude that this data is internally consistent at the 1.5σ level.
Future analyses which make use of new data and also other high-precision neutron cross section measurements which extend over a broader range of neutron energies and momentum transfers can make use of this feature to help determine an internally-consistent set of values for b ne and b p and constrain α and λ. An example of a successful global analysis of this type was presented long ago [82] for a broad set of neutron optics and scattering data for n-A scattering for 6 < A < 60 using a S-matrix treatment of the potential and resonance scattering parameters, including a consistent treatment of effects from sub-threshold resonances. 
POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
One could extend this test of the internal consistency of these two methods of scattering length measurements if desired by measuring the coherent scattering lengths of a select set of nuclei and compounds using neutron interferometry to higher precision than they are known at present to yield a more sensitive comparison with the existing results from gravity reflectometry. We suggest measurements of carbon, carbon tetrachloride, gallium, and thallium, which can be compared to the alreadymeasured gravity reflectometry results for Cl, Ga, and Th. The coherent scattering lengths for these elements have already been measured by neutron gravity reflectometry to precisions near the 10 −4 level needed for a sensitive consistency test. Aside from Th, which is poisonous in its pure form, the other materials can be obtained and handled easily in pure form and can be formed into practical neutron interferometry targets. One can now obtain carbon of sufficient thickness, flatness, and density uniformity for precision neutron interferometry phase shift measurements in the form of artificial single crystal diamond plates, which are available with faces cut parallel to the crystal planes. CCl 4 is a liquid at room tempera-ture which can be obtained in high purtiy form and can be placed in commercially-available rectangular quartz containers, which produce negligible small angle neutron scattering and whose internal thickness can be measured to high absolute accuracy using gauge blocks. Gallium is a liquid at 30 C and therefore can be easily produced with a very uniform density and cast into a form with flat parallel sides. This set of measurements would help cover the range of nucleon number A more uniformly and could improve the precision of the consistency test described in this paper. The statistical accuracy of neutron interferometry phase shift measurements can approach 10 ppm as was shown in the measurements of the bound coherent neutron scattering length measurements on silicon [83] .
One can in principle improve on the slow neutron beam reflectometry measurements of Koester et al. by another 1-2 orders of magnitude by instead using ultracold neutrons (UCN), which can be confined in material bottles at all angles of incidence and therefore correspond to neutrons with kinetic energies less than about 300 neV. One could drop UCN onto a flat level sample surface, change its height, and measure the reflectivity curve as a function of H as in the Koester approach. The GRANIT UCN spectrometer [84] nearing completion at the ILL/Grenoble, which is designed to conduct measurements on UCN gravitational bound states and therefore already possesses a very flat, horizontal surface, could more sharply define the starting height of the neutrons than Koester et al.'s cold neutron apparatus. With the new superfluid-helium-based UCN source [85] installed to supply GRANIT, one could imagine measuring the neutron optical potential using the neutron reflectivity curve with statistical accuracy 1-2 orders of magnitude better than previous work. The multiple scattering corrections to the optical potential relation to the scattering length are much larger for UCN than for cold neutrons and would need to be evaluated to higher precision than they are known now to be able to make full use of such data for our purposes. Good choices for the material to be used in such a measurement would be flat perfect crystals with known absolute densities at the ppm level such as silicon and germanium.
Another neutron measurement technique which could improve the sensitivity of the search for exotic Yukawa interactions is gravity resonance spectroscopy. This measurement technique creates coherent superpositions of bound states of neutrons formed in a potential from the Earth's gravity and a flat mirror, and one can drive and resolve resonance transitions using acoustic transducers in a vibrational version of Ramsey spectroscopy. The eigenstate energies would be shifted in the presence of an exotic Yukawa interactions sourced by the mirror material [86] . One can also consider employing a Lloyd's mirror interferometer for neutrons [87] [88] [89] as the interference between the forward-propagating amplitude and that reflected from the mirror in this type of interferom-eter can be sensitive to the exotic Yukawa phase shift from the mirror surface.
Dynamical diffraction in perfect crystals can measure b(q) at larger values of q of about an inverse Angstrom. In this case both the contributions from the electromagnetic neutron-atom interaction proportional to b ne and due to the charge form factor of the electron cloud in the atom and that from the Debye-Waller factor of the crystal become important effects. The angular distribution of neutron scattering from noble gas atoms is sensitive to exotic Yukawa interactions through the q dependence of the form factor in b Y (q) and has been used in two recent experiments which have improved the bounds on exotic Yukawa interactions with ranges near the Angstrom scale. The recent measurements using this approach which have improved the upper bounds on α for λ's below 100 nm can be improved. CONCLUSION We present the results of an internal consistency check on the experimental data from two different types of measurements of slow neutron scattering amplitudes on the same nuclei, neutron interferometry with q 2 = 0 and neutron gravity reflectometry with q 2 = 8mV opt . We show that this consistency check is insensitive to possible corrections from electromagnetic and (possible) exotic Yukawa interactions in the narrow range of energies and momentum transfers accessed in these measurement methods. We show that the existing data is internally consistent at the 1.5σ level. The fractional difference ∆b |b| averaged over the 7 e lements where data exists on the same material from both measurement methods is [2.2±1.4]×10 −4 . One must take into account some small corrections to the kinematic theory of neutron optics due to local field and multiple scattering effects to make this comparison. We view this exercise as an initial step in a future global analysis of neutron scattering data to bound possible exotic Yukawa interactions of the neutron. We outlined a number of ongoing measurement possibilities using slow neutrons, some now in progress, which could be used to improve the sensitivity of neutron-based exotic interaction searches.
Although we considered possible neutron interactions of Yukawa form, other theories envision power-law interactions. One could repeat the analysis presented in this paper for this case as well. Since power-law potentials fall off much more slowly than the damped exponential in the Yukawa potential, it is possible that power law potentials could introduce a larger difference between the neutron interferometry and neutron gravity reflectometry scattering amplitudes. In this case it is possible that the present data may already provide useful model constraints. Although we know of no simple analytical solutions for these cases, numerical analysis could be em-ployed to solve for the modifications to the reflectivity and the accumulated phase shift in neutron interferometry. A comparison with the data presented in this paper as a function of nucleon number A could then be used to constrain exotic interactions with power-law forms.
